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X -Ray absorption spectroscopy of transition metal–magnesium
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Abstract

Mixed metal thin films containing magnesium and a first-row transition element exhibit very large changes in both reflectance and
transmittance on exposure to hydrogen gas. Changes in electronic structure and coordination of the magnesium and transition metal atoms
during hydrogen absorption were studied using dynamic in situ transmission mode X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Mg K-edge and Ni, Co,
and Ti L-edge spectra reflect both reversible and irreversible changes in the metal environments. A significant shift in the nickel L
absorption edge shows it to be an active participant in hydride formation. The effect on cobalt and titanium is much less dramatic,
suggesting that these metals act primarily as catalysts for formation of magnesium hydride.
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1 . Introduction X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XRAS) is well suited to
investigation of hydride formation because it provides

Mixed metal thin films containing magnesium and a element-specific information about valence states and near-
first-row transition element [1,2] can exhibit very large neighbor interactions, and because all phases containing
changes in both reflectance and transmittance when hydro- that element contribute to the spectra.
gen is absorbed or released. Switchable mirrors based on
this phenomenon may be useful in a variety of consumer
and industrial applications, including smart windows, 2 . Experimental
electronic displays, and satellite heat control. A knowledge
of the chemical and physical changes that accompany the Mixed metal thin films containing Ni, Co, and Ti with
optical transitions is essential for optimizing the charac- Mg were deposited by direct current (d.c.) magnetron
teristics of the mirror and transparent phases, the range of co-sputtering from separate 5 cm diameter transition metal

27switching, and the durability of switchable mirror devices. and Mg targets. The base pressure was 1.4310 Torr,
While previous work using infrared spectroscopy has process pressure 2 mTorr (Ar), target-to-substrate distance
shown that ternary hydrides such as Mg NiH are formed 7.5 cm (1 Torr5133.322 Pa). Power levels were adjusted2 4

during hydriding of Ni–Mg, Mn–Mg, Co–Mg, and Fe– to produce films with Mg:transition metal ratios ranging
Mg films, the extent of transition metal consumption by from 2 to 10, as measured by Rutherford backscattering
these reactions is unclear. Binary transition metal hydrides spectrometry. A 5–10 nm Pd over-layer was applied to
or unreacted metals or alloys may also be present. In each sample at 10 mTorr Ar pressure, Pd power 12 watts.
addition, similar switching behavior has been found in Film thicknesses were measured by stylus profilometry.
other systems (Ti–Mg,V–Mg, Nb–Mg and pure Mg films) Samples for transmission mode XRAS were deposited on
in which ternary hydrides are not known to form. In situ 100 nm thick silicon nitride membranes (Structure Probe,

West Chester, PA, USA). XRAS experiments were per-
formed on Beamline 6.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source*Corresponding author. Tel. / fax:11-510-486-8619.
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pared on silicon wafers. XRD experiments were carried out gradually decreased in intensity. The Pd peaks also shifted
using monochromatic 8.0478 eV incident radiation on ALS to lower angles as PdHx was formed. No new reflections
Beamline 7.3.3. appeared. On exposure to air, the film returned to the

mirror state, but remained amorphous. The XRD pattern
did not change during subsequent hydrogen loading and

3 . Results and discussion unloading cycles.

3 .1. XRD investigation
3 .2. XRAS investigations

Mixed metal films deposited on unheated substrates
were amorphous by XRD. To improve the crystallinity, a 3 .2.1. Mg–Ni films
freshly-deposited 1mm thick Mg–Ni film (Mg:Ni ca. 4) The development of the Ni L-edge spectrum (Fig. 2)
was annealed for 1 h at 1258C in vacuo prior to Pd during hydrogen loading of a Mg–Ni film (Mg:Ni ca. 6)
deposition (to avoid alloying of Pd and Mg). A mixture of showed features similar to those in the XRD pattern. There
4% hydrogen in helium was directed across the film was initially a small shift in the L3 and L2 peak positions,
surface at ambient temperature using a laminar flow jig. followed by a simultaneous decrease in intensity at this
XRD patterns were recorded at 5-min intervals during position and increase in intensity at a new position. The
hydrogenation. The beginning and ending patterns are edge shift at the end of hydrogenation was about 2.5 eV,
shown in the large frame in Fig. 1. The unreacted film consistent with conversion from a metallic to a semicon-
exhibited strong 003, 006, and 206 Mg Ni reflections [3] ducting state (e.g. Mg NiH ), but somewhat larger than2 2 4

near 21, 41, and 598, respectively, due to strong preferred that predicted by ab initio calculations [4]. Exposure of the
orientation of the intermetallic phase, along with broad hydrided film to air for 24 h caused the spectrum to return
reflections due to Pd at 40, 48, and 708. The precision of to the first intermediate state, which is presumably the very
the peak positions is poor due to slight misalignment of the stable Mg NiH .2 0.3

diffractometer. No reflections for Mg were observed. As The Mg K-edge spectra for an identical film are shown
the sample began to absorb hydrogen, the Mg Ni peaks in Fig. 3. An edge shift similar to that for Ni occurred on2

(exemplified by the 003 reflection, insert) first shifted to hydrogen loading, followed by a partial return to the
lower angle due to the slightc-axis expansion during original state after air exposure. Magnesium was present in
formation of the interstitial hydride Mg NiH [3], then the fresh film as both Mg Ni and Mg. The complete2 0.3 2

conversion to hydrides is shown by the absence of a
shoulder on the low-energy side of the absorption edge.
The presence of this edge in the air-exposed spectrum
shows that some Mg has returned to the metallic state,
while some may still be present as MgH and Mg NiH .2 2 0.3

Fig. 1. X-Ray diffraction pattern of 1mm Mg–Ni film on Si during Fig. 2. Ni L-edge X-ray absorption spectra of Mg–Ni film during
hydrogen absorption. hydrogen absorption.
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Fig. 3. Mg K-edge X-ray absorption spectra of Mg–Ni film before and
Fig. 5. Ti L-edge X-ray absorption spectra of a pure Ti film and a Mg–Ti

after hydrogen absorption, and after exposure to air.
film before and after hydrogen absorption.

3 .2.2. Mg–Co films Mg–Ni and Mg–Co films were poorly resolved due to the
Cobalt does not form a magnesium-rich alloy, but does presence of two or more Mg-containing phases.

form semiconducting Mg CoH [5] and metallic2 5

Mg Co H [6]. Although the hydrogen-induced changes 3 .2.3. Mg–Ti films6 2 11

in optical properties of Mg–Co films (Mg:Co ca. 6) were Titanium forms neither an alloy nor a ternary hydride
quite similar to those of Mg–Ni films, the changes in their with magnesium. There is a slight negative energy shift in
in situ Co L-edge spectra (Fig. 4) were simpler and less the Ti L-edge spectrum (Fig. 5) of a pure, (Pd-coated) Ti
dramatic. The shift was gradual, reaching a maximum of thin film and that of a mixed Mg–Ti film. On absorbing
about 1 eV, a smaller shift than expected for formation of hydrogen, the film becomes transparent, but only a small
Mg CoH [7]. This suggests that most of the changes in positive shift in the Ti L-edge spectrum occurs, despite the2 5

the visible and near infrared were due to cobalt-catalyzed fact that in 4% H at ambient temperature, complete2
conversion of Mg to MgH , and that either Co was not conversion to TiH is expected [8]. Attempts to obtain a2 2
converted to Mg CoH under these conditions, or that the reference spectrum of TiH failed due to extensive surface2 5 2
Co L-edge shift does not fully reflect the difference in oxidation (not seen in our films). Because all of the
electronic structure between the metal and the ternary magnesium is present as either Mg or MgH , the Mg2
hydride. Features in the Mg K EXAFS region for both K-edge spectra (Fig. 6) clearly show the effect of hydro-

Fig. 4. Co L-edge X-ray absorption spectra of Mg–Co before and after Fig. 6. Mg K-edge EXAFS spectra of Mg–Ti film before and after
hydrogen absorption. hydrogen absorption.
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4 . Conclusions
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